CUSTOM BAGS

‘own it’ for yourself - ‘work it’ for your pleasure - ‘show it’ to the people

WHAT’S IN THE BAG? –you, your products and your
reputation

We aim to please:
prices are very
competitive

Businesses for profit, non-profit organisations, charities, autonomous institutions,
community associations and public service providers can all benefit from logo
exposure, name awareness campaigns, brand marketing and the delivery of
goodwill. Using custom designed non-woven polypropylene (nonPP) bags is the
move of the moment that can carry your message on the back of the
“reuseable/recyclable - economy” versus “single use/trash - waste” public
sentiments.

WHY A BAG? -there is no artefact more practical in
recorded history
Do you know of anyone who does not use a bag? The bag is older than human
perception and a basic body peripheral. It is the most useful human artifact
-virtually the first ‘spacecraft’. It is a dynamic, ever-present icon of energy
transfer that dutifully symbolises human toil and travel. The adages: “Don’t leave
home without it.” and “Grab one on your way.” are best served by the humble but
powerful bag. So, if you want your reputation carried to the people - BAG IT!

WHY CUSTOMISE? -to get what you want and spend just
what you need
Even businesses with similar products are different. The versatility of the bag
affords you the luxury of free expression with unlimited choices to spead your
mark, make and manner. Looks and first impressions define every moment. The
custom Bag lets you pass on the image you want and target the demographic
you choose to set minds in favour of your business and products.

THE CUSTOMISING PROCESS
AEB’s WISH: Not only do we work hard to make you pleased and happy with
your product, we want you enthusiastic about presenting it and proudly using it
yourself! We believe the best result comes with a relaxed exchange of helpul
service, untiring communication and informed choices. Please give yourself
plenty of delivery time. The products are made in China and our experience asks
you to consider 8-10 weeks as average. Express delivery is available and priced
on request.
AEB’s INVITATION: Plan to integrate the phenomenal Custom Bag Marketing
Product into your yearly calendar. To familiarise yourself with the bag types in
our product range visit www.aussieenvirobags.com and go to the catalogue

Free delivery
Sydney Metropolitan
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page. We recommend you use a plain coloured bag so as your identifying
artwork has the greatest impact. If it suits you can custom design your own bag
type. Your choices are endless and we are here to support your wishes.
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